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There are many valuable model-based scenarios of 
deep decarbonization…
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… so why do we need another?

• Each of these studies has helped advanced our 
understanding of decarbonization pathways and 
uncertainties surrounding key strategies for reducing 
emissions.

• The question of how broader societal drivers 
influence the policy, technology, market, and 
behavioral pathways to deep decarbonization has 
been less thoroughly explored.  

• How do societal drivers influence the policy, 
technology, and market conditions under which deep 
decarbonization is pursued?  

• What insights do we gain from considering these 
broader societal drivers of decarbonization 
pathways?

https://www.c2es.org/document/pathways-to-2050-

scenarios-for-decarbonizing-the-u-s-economy/

https://www.c2es.org/document/pathways-to-2050-scenarios-for-decarbonizing-the-u-s-economy/
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Scenario Development Process Drivers
International dynamics / trade regimes

Climate impacts

Development patterns

Disruptive technologies (automation, AI, AVs)

Actors
Federal governments

State & local governments

Businesses

Consumers

Mechanisms
Policy

Technology

Markets

Behaviors

Outcomes
Energy

Emissions 
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A Competitive Climate  

• International trade drives action 

▪ Carbon tariffs

▪ Clean energy nationalism

• Federal: Economy-wide carbon price starting in 2024 ($40/ton, escalating at 
8% / year), aggressive vehicle GHG standards, strong RDD&D investment

• States: Clean energy standards, building codes

• Businesses: Focus on RDD&D collaboration and export opportunities

• Consumers: Support aggressive policy and are willing to pay more for 
domestically produced, low-carbon goods 

• Technology: Emphasis on technologies which require large RDD&D 
expenditures or enabling federal regulatory regimes 

▪ Significant cost reductions for nuclear power, CCS, cellulosic biofuels
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Climate Federalism

• Impacts and economic opportunity drive action

▪ Increased climate impacts

▪ Increasing economic opportunities

▪ Private sector demands harmonization

• Federal: Economy-wide carbon price starting in 2031; moderate vehicle GHG 
standards; moderate RDD&D investment

• States: Regional carbon markets on east and west coasts grow to 29 states 
and escalate through 2030; clean energy standards; building codes

• Businesses: Facing investor pressure and fractured regulatory landscape, 
press for level playing field

• Consumers: Growing support for action through 2020s; rising preference for 
low-carbon products like BEVs & FCEVs

• Technology: Significant cost reductions in wind and solar power (imported); 
nuclear, hydrogen production technologies, and FCEVs (domestic)
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Low-Carbon Lifestyles

• Urbanization, technology and markets drive change

▪ Increased urban density offers efficiencies

▪ Technological advances include autonomous vehicles and supply chain transparency

• Federal: Some RDD&D, but largely supportive, e.g., infrastructure

• States: Regional carbon markets on east and west coasts grow to 25 states 
and escalate through 2050, many driven by urban centers

• Businesses: Power utilities commit to 90% emissions reduction; low-carbon 
projects get low-cost finance

• Consumers: Can easily express low-carbon preferences; dietary changes; 
increased public transit and ride sharing; smaller homes; land-based 
emissions offsets

• Technology: Breakthroughs in software enable new business models and 
drive end-use efficiency; focus on distributed and networked technologies

▪ Solar and wind power, BEV cost breakthroughs; increased building energy efficiency
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Scenario quantifications reflect several types of 
assumptions

• Policy:  e.g. carbon prices, clean energy standards, building codes

• Company action:  e.g. voluntary power sector emissions reductions

• Consumer preferences:  e.g. higher preferences for low-carbon products, 
increased use of ride-sharing, decreased beef consumption

• Finance: e.g. lower financing cost for low-carbon technologies 

• Technology:  e.g. breakthroughs in various transportation technologies 
across scenarios (cellulosic ethanol, fuel cell electric vehicles, battery electric 
vehicles)
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Our Tool:  GCAM-USA
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Net GHG Emissions (including LUC)
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Key Takeaways

• Decarbonizing the U.S. economy requires certain fundamental shifts in the 
ways we generate energy, produce goods, deliver services, and manage 
lands. 

• These fundamental shifts can be achieved through a host of alternative 
pathways reflecting different drivers, contingencies, and societal choices.
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Key Strategies are Consistent Across Scenarios
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CO2 Sequestration Strategies Vary by Scenario
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Key Takeaways

• Decarbonizing the U.S. economy requires certain fundamental shifts in the 
ways we generate energy, produce goods, deliver services, and manage 
lands. 

• These fundamental shifts can be achieved through a host of alternative 
pathways reflecting different drivers, contingencies, and societal choices.

• Decarbonization requires broad-based action from policy-makers at all levels, 
investors, entrepreneurs, consumers, voters, and companies across key 
sectors of the economy. 
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Broad-Based Action is Critical
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Key Takeaways

• Decarbonizing the U.S. economy requires certain fundamental shifts in the 
ways we generate energy, produce goods, deliver services, and manage 
lands. 

• These fundamental shifts can be achieved through a host of alternative 
pathways reflecting different drivers, contingencies, and societal choices.

• Decarbonization requires broad-based action from policy-makers at all levels, 
investors, entrepreneurs, consumers, voters, and companies across key 
sectors of the economy. 

• Public support for decarbonization manifests itself in a variety of ways across 
these pathways.



Thank you
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